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INTRODUCTION 
During the past few years we have compiled the following bibliography which deals with 
various aspects of the problem of approximating a given function with a sum of exponentials. 
For organizational purposes we have divided the bibliography into three sections : the f~rst 
(with 118 entries) contains mathematical papers which deal with fundamental theoretical 
aspects of the problem, the second (with 86 entries) contains papers and technical reports 
from the engineering literature which deal with the practical use of exponential sums for 
signal representation, and the third (with 30 entries) contains papers from the chemical, bio- 
logical, and medical sciences which deal with the use of exponential sums to model certain 
decay processes. 
We are indebted to many of the authors for helping us to compile the bibliography by send- 
ing us reprints, preprints, technical reports, and preliminary bibliographies on this subject. 
We would welcome receiving notification of papers we have inadvertently omitted or of new 
papers which are written on this subject as this would enormously facilitate our efforts to 
continually update the bibliography. 
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